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Reporting Standards for Digital Events (RSDE) Launched as
Industry-wide Initiative
Shelton, CT January 26, 2022 – What started as creating a solution for a virtual event to earn UFI
Approved Event status, nearly a year later the effort morphed into the launch of a much larger initiative –
Reporting Standards for Digital Events (RSDE) – to benefit the entire events industry, including organizers,
exhibitors and digital event platform (DEP) vendors.
RSDE, a standardized set of 17 data tables and glossary terms, was created by a working group made up of
representatives from 15 organizations across the events industry, representing trade show organizers,
exhibitors, data analysts, and digital platforms, all under the leadership of BPA Worldwide, the global
assurance provider.
“The goal for these standards is to serve as a guide for digital platforms to adopt to help organizers
accurately and efficiently report on metrics,” explained Glenn Hansen, BPA’s President and CEO, when
announcing the launch. “With RSDE, event organizers, exhibitors, digital event platforms and data analysts
now have the tools to bring more trust and transparency into the digital event marketplace.”
One major industry roadblock that RSDE aims to eradicate is the misunderstanding of data sets by
organizers and exhibitors. “With the move over to digital events, people were excited that they were going
to have all this data and have a much better picture of what was happening within their events,” said David
Richardson, Principal at Cogknition. “When they received the reports from the event platforms, not only did
they lack confidence they understood what was happening at their event, but they weren't really sure they
understood what the report was trying to say. With RSDE, they get a much better understanding of what
they are seeing.”
“RSDE will provide organizers and exhibitors with the information they need (and have been eagerly
awaiting) to understand and evaluate the impact of digital events, ultimately driving a cycle of continuous
improvement,” noted Robyn Davis, Owner at Exhibitors WINH LLC, and a member of the RSDE working
group.
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Hansen added BPA will begin certifying DEPs to the RSDE standards immediately. Event data provided by
verified DEPs will be “pre-audited” by BPA for inclusion in applications for “UFI Approved Event” status or
for inclusion in any organizers’ event marketing materials and BPA Brand Reports.
RSDE includes a number of components to assist all aspects of the digital event marketplace, including a
glossary of terms; 17 tables of data format to provide the user what is typically required; sample CSV file for
DEPs to follow; request for proposal (RFP) template for organizers to use when shopping for a DEP; contract
terms and conditions template to address data ownership and privacy protection compliance, and three
separate “User’s Guides” for organizers, exhibitors and DEPs. All of the RSDE components can be
downloaded here.
Another key element of RSDE, Richardson added, “will be guidance to organizers and exhibit professionals
to ensure they understand not just what the standards require, but also how to ask vendors for compliance
with the standards and how to check that their platform is providing compliant data so that they know that
they can use the data that comes to them.”

###
About RSDE. Members from more than 15 organizations from the event industry, including trade show
organizers, exhibitors, and digital platforms, and under the leadership of global assurance provider BPA
Worldwide, worked together to bring consistency and trust to the data being reported by developing
standards and a common language for digital event reporting. The project is called BPA Reporting
Standards for Digital Events (RSDE).
The event industry’s recent focus on digital brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic uncovered a new
challenge: a lack of measurement standards for digital events. To tackle this challenge, a diverse body of
industry experts was assembled from around the world (see list below). The working group contends that
consistent standards provide a stable – but continually evolving – foundation enabling the entire exhibition
industry to further develop and thrive.
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David Adler, Chairman at BizBash and SISO Board Member
Melissa Ashley, Senior Advisor at Collingwood Advisory (formerly of Airfair)
Dax Callner, Strategy Director at Smyle
Arjun Chakravarti, Managing Director at Cogknition and CEIR Research Council Member
Karen Cohen, Events Manager at UFI
Scott Craighead, CEM, Vice President of Exhibitions & Events at IAEE
Robyn Davis, CPTD (Trade Show Trainer/Consultant and Owner at Exhibitors WINH LLC
Jimmy Mouton, National Sales Manager at eShow
Nicole Peck, Vice President of Marketing - Events at IDG
Jordy Ressler, Sales Development Representative while at SwapCard
David Richardson, Principal at Cogknition
Brian Scott, CEO at ClearTone Consulting and IAEE & CEIR Board Member
Adrienne Whitestone, Sr. Mgr, CES Operations, Attendee, and Show Services at Consumer
Technology Association, Producer of CES
Rhonda Wunderlin, SVP, Performance Marketing at Questex
Andrey Zhukovsky, CEO at RussCom IT Systems and Vice-President of the Russian Union of
Exhibitions and Fairs
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